EDITOR’S NOTE

The National Forum on Judicial Independence, convened by the American Judges Association in October 2004 in San Francisco, forms the basis for this special issue of Court Review. The Forum, conceived by AJA’s then-president Mike McAdam, sought to provide both a review of current threats to judicial independence and of actions judges can take to preserve it. In addition, while judicial independence is often discussed in an abstract way, the Forum emphasized its importance at the trial-court level.

I hope you will take some time to review the Forum sessions, reprinted in this issue. Speakers included one of the nation’s top experts on judicial elections, Roy Schotland, a public-opinion expert who advises groups like the ACLE, John Russonello, both the chief justice and the administrative director of the California courts, Ronald M. George and Bill Vickrey, and judges from throughout the United States. At day’s end, one of the attending judges said (see page 52), “I’m fired up and I’m excited from today’s forum.” I think you’ll find the discussions inspiring and interesting as well.

There are a great number of people and organizations to whom we express the thanks of the American Judges Association for their help with the Forum:

• The Joyce Foundation, which provided generous financial support. We thank Larry Hansen for his support and confidence in this project.
• All of those involved with the one-hour PBS program, Inside the Law, filmed at the conference: Associated Broadcast Consultants, Inc., and its producer, Gary Nenner, associate producer and editor, Melissa B. Butler, and host, Jack Ford.
• The California state courts, which, in addition to the presence of the chief justice and administrative director of the court system, provided invaluable logistic and other support through Bill Vickrey and his staff.
• The American Judges Foundation, which also provided financial support for the Forum.

For our Canadian readers, I recognize that this issue is predominantly about legal issues in the United States. I can tell you that the Canadian AJA members in attendance at the Forum did find the discussions there of interest. To the extent that there are materials you’d like to see in Court Review that would be of specific interest to you, though, please let me know.

In addition to the Forum proceedings, we have two other items of interest in this issue. First, we have our standard Resource Page on the last page of the issue, with some brief items of interest to judges. Second, we reprint excerpts from a recent decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the Eight Circuit (see page 68) that may have a great impact on the way judicial election campaigns are conducted in the United States.– SL
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